SECTION CORNER 29-30-31-32. RE WITNESSED.

Found the original hemlock BT for Section 29, dead and down; original hemlock BT for Section 30 a dead stub, but marks plain. Measuring from the CENTER of this BT, 56°0E 12.0 feet, set a 3/4" iron pipe for corner; from this placed a yellow metal location post 5 53°E 9.4 feet; scribed new BTs:

- Hemlock 14" S64°W 41.0 feet horizontal to tree center;
- Hemlock 8" N49°W 15.7 ft

SECTION CORNER 30-31, TSN, RSW, and 26-36, TSN, RLOW.

On Range Line. Reset by single proportion, North 5518.2 feet, and West 66.3 feet from the SW corner of TSN, RSW.
Set a 1½" iron pipe, made 2 new BTs:

- Hemlock 5", S66°W, 12.6 feet to center.
- Alder 10", N29°E, 25.2 ft

Yellow metal location post on 3" willow, 955 feet south.

Found a cruiser's mark, said to be that of W. S. Cone, or Wm. Reifenberg, who later used the same mark, about 10 feet SE and facing new corner.

½ Corner, Sections 36/31, TSN, R 9 and 10 W. Reset by single proportion, ½ of North and West distances as above for Section Corner. Set a ¾" iron pipe in top of an old 4' fir stump; made new BTs:

- Alder 4" N55°E 18.7 feet to center.
- Alder 4" N36°W 19.1 ft

½ Corner. Sections 30-31, TSN, RSW. Reset by proportion, from NE corner of Section 31, as found, see above, and NW corner of Section 31, as reset, see above.

Set a 3/4" iron pipe, tall stake, made new BTs:

- Alder 10" S26°E 7.7 feet to center.
- Alder 9" N26°W 6.8 ft


W. A. Markham
Registered Engineer #1842.